Name_____________________________

Homework 4: Applications of Exopnents and Logs.
Exercise 1: Compound interests. Using Equations 1 and 2.
1.1: Find the total amount you will have if you invest $100, at 8% (annual rate), compounded annually (n = 1)
for...

a) 1 year

b) 10 years

c) 30 years

1.2. Find the total amount you will have if you invest $100, at 8% (annual rate), compounded seasonally for …
I did part b to show you how.

a) 1 year

b) 10 years

𝐴(10) = $100 1 +

!.!" !∙!"
!

= $100 1.02

!"

≅ $220.80.

You more than doubled your money in 10 years.
c) 30 years

1.3. Find the total amount you will have if you invest $100, at 8% (annual rate), compounded daily for …

a) 1 year

b) 10 years

c) 30 years
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1.4. Your daughter is 7-years old and you really want her to have some money for college when she is 17.
So you take $10,000 and give it to your investment manager, Lefty Luciano, and ask him what he can
do. He gives you a choice. He'll invest it at 7.2% compounded annually or he'll invest it at 7%
compounded daily. What should you do? [Figure out how much you will have after 10 years.]

1.5. It's the year 2007. You have $80,000 in credit card debt, at 15% annual interest, compounded
monthly. The banks have shut you down at $80,000. You can't borrow any more. But you could care
less. Spending that $80k was a lot of fun. So you move to Venezuela to escape your debts. Hasta la
vista los bancos de Los Estatos Unitos. Ojala que te den por ...etc. Joder! Viva Hugo! Venezuela is
one great big super-party and Hugo Chavez is the DJ. But then two things happen. Oil prices tank and
Hugo "DJ" Chavez dies. The party is over and the subsequent depression makes North Korea's
economy look appealing.
After 10 years of living in turbulent Venezuela, you can't take it any more. So you start thinking about
returning to the U.S. But you owe all that money to the bank. It's been 10 years. How much could it
be?
Write this up with the appropriate formula. Show what all the parts of the formula mean and crank out a
final dollar amount. How much will it ultimately cost you to return to America, assuming you want to
live a normal life with a passport and a bank account? [Meaning, you need to pay off this debt.]
P=
r=
n=
t=
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1.6. Find the total amount you will have if you invest $100, at 8% (annual rate), compounded continuously for the
following times. [I'll do part b to show you what's what.]

a) 1 year

b) 10 years

𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑒 !"
𝐴(10) = $100𝑒 !.!"∙!" ≅ $222.55
[Your calculator should have an "e" button.]

c) 30 years

Exercise 2. Exponential Bacterial Growth.
At 1:00 pm a bacterial culture taken from a patient's throat [Streptococcus pyogenes] contains 20
bacteria. At 4:00 pm the population has risen to 78.
E.g.) Assuming exponential growth (Eq. 2),
𝐴 𝑡 = 𝑃𝑒 !" = 78 = 20𝑒 !(!)
𝑒 !! = 3.9
find the growth rate. Solve for r.
ln 3.9 = 3𝑟
Hint: A = 78, P = 20, t = 3hrs.
𝑟 ≅ 0.454 ≅ 45% per hour

[Answer should be a percentage per hour.]

a) Find a general formula for the population
after t hours.

𝐴(𝑡) = 20𝑒 !.!"!

b) How many bacteria are there at 9:00 pm?
ca. 731.96
c) How many in 1 full day?
ca. 980,416.02
d) How long (in hours:minutes:seconds) will
it take for the population to hit
10,000,000?
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Exercise 3: Carbon-14 Dating.
Given the amount of 14C as compared to 12C, figure out how old the samples are.
a) You are given a desiccated tissue sample from Siberia which yields 14C content of 0.12.
𝑡 ≅ 17,523 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑙𝑑
Hint: A is 0.12, P is 1 and the answer's first two digits are 1 and 7.

b) You are given fragments of a papyrus scroll found in Egypt. The measured 14C content is 0.7.
𝑡 ≅ 2948 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑙𝑑

Hint: third digit is 4.

c) You are given some bone fragments from an unknown animal. The measured 14C content is 0.002.

[This content is about as small as can be accurately measured. Carbon 14 dating is unreliable much beyond this.]

𝑡 ≅ 51,360 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑙𝑑
Hint: first digit is 5.

d) Write up an equation, based on Eq. 3, which solves for t. In other words, solve for t in Eq. 3 so that
you can easily input 14C amounts and get back years old.
𝑡=

ln !"𝐶
−0.000121

Here is a website you can use to check your answers: https://www.math.upenn.edu/~deturck/m170/c14/carbdate.html
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Exercise 4. Wind Chill Temperatures
Maurice Bluestein (a mechanical engineer) was shoveling snow one evening in 1994. It was -25ºF. The
Weather Service, using an old formula for wind chill, declared that it felt like it was -65ºF. This
effective temperature would supposedly cause frostbite in 15 seconds. Dr. Bluestein was dubious. He
didn't feel very cold. He had been outside for much longer than 15 seconds and had not frozen in place.
In fact, with all the snow shoveling, he was hot. Several years later he came up with the formula for
what we now use to determine the Wind Chill Temperatures, WCT.
𝑾𝑪𝑻 = 𝟑𝟓. 𝟕𝟒 + 𝟎. 𝟔𝟐𝟏𝟓𝑻 − 𝟑𝟓. 𝟕𝟓𝑽𝟎.𝟏𝟔 + 𝟎. 𝟒𝟐𝟕𝟓𝑻𝑽𝟎.𝟏𝟔 [T = ºF, and V = wind speed (mph)]
Using the modern WCT formula, with a temperature of -25ºF,
what wind speed would result in a WCT of -65ºF?
Given T = -25ºF, and a modern WTC = -65ºF, what would be the wind speed? [Solve for V.] Show work.
Present the work in a tidy fashion... meaning, do it on scrap paper first, then write the whole thing up in
an organized fashion. Notes and comments are encouraged.

Exercise 5.

log ! 𝐴 =

!"#! !
!"#! !

[Equation 3 from the Log Properties List]

Using equation 3, prove that log ! 𝐵 =
log ! 𝐵 =

1 log ! 𝐵
=
𝑛 log ! 𝐴

→

!
!

can be rewritten

log ! 𝐴
=𝑛
log ! 𝐵

Note: log ! 𝐵 = log ! 𝐵! = 1
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→

log ! 𝐴 = 𝑛
log ! 𝐴 = 𝑛

Exponential Properties

[for 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑎 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑏 ℝ𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 (additional limitations apply)]

𝑎 ! 𝑎 ! = 𝑎 !!!

𝑎𝑏

𝑎!
= 𝑎 !!!
𝑎!
𝑎!

!

𝑎
𝑏

!
!

= 𝑎! 𝑏!

!

𝑎!
= !
𝑏

𝑎! = 1

= 𝑎 !"

A LIST OF THE PRIMARY LOG PROPERTIES.

𝑥 = 𝑏!

1)

is the same as

2a) log ! 𝑥𝑦 = log ! 𝑥 + log ! 𝑦

...and...
!

log ! 𝑏 = 𝑦

!"#! !
!"#! !

𝑟
𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑃 1 +
𝑛

!"

Where
A is the final amount,
P is the principal,
r is the interest rate per time period,
n is the number of times the interest rate
is compounded per time period, and
t is the amount of time in total.

Eq.2

𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑒 !"
As if n, in Eq.1 went to infinity.
Continuously compounded interest.

Eq.3

𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑒 !!.!!!"#"!
Radioactive decay formula for 14C,
Where A is the amount of 14C in a
sample compared with a standard 1
part per million. P is usually 1 in
these problems.
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1
= 𝑎!!
𝑎!
1
= 𝑎!
!!
𝑎

4) 𝑐 log ! 𝑥 ! = log ! 𝑥 !"

!

Eq.1

!

y = log ! 𝑥,

2b) log ! ! = log ! 𝑥 − log ! 𝑦

3) log ! 𝐴 =

𝑎 = 𝑎!
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and

𝑏 !"#! ! = 𝑥

Compound Interest Calculator in Excel or Google Sheets
Below is what it looks like in a normal view:
You input P, r, n, and t in cells B4-B7. [Hit return as you enter each one.]
This calculator will output the total, A, under the conditions you chose.
In this example, you invested $1000 dollars, at 15% (0.15) annual interest rate, compounded monthly (12),
for a duration of 5 years. After 5 years your $1000 more than doubled to $2107.18. That was a good
investiment.

Below is the "formula view" for the same thing:

The only absolutely necessary cells are B4-7 and B10. B10 is where the formula resides. All the other stuff
you see is to guide you to where you put the inputs and what the inputs are.
I put an image of the formula in the box to the right of cell B10 so that you can refer to it.
One big problem with spread sheets is that you cannot easily write mathematical expressions in normal ways.
One has to insert graphic files in order to make the math look normal. Cell B10 is how Excel and other
spreadsheets prefer their math to be written. It's rather inelegant, to be sure.
Now, make a continuous verion of this calculator using the formula

𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑒 !"
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